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1. Motivation


Iterative Modeling [1]: a modeler tries to meet a given set of
requirements, by iteratively enhancing a model while satisfying a larger
subset of requirements, until all of them are satisfied


Property Preservation: How to ensure that a model Mi, already satisfying
a set of properties Pi , evolves safely in a model Mi+1 still satisfying these
properties τ (Pi) adapted to Mi+1, plus eventually new properties Pnew?


Mi |= Pi → Mi+1 |= τ(Pi) ∧ Pnew


Proposal (Safe Iterative Evolution): Following our methodology, we
ensure by construction that evolution still preserves previous properties


1 Specify the system using a Domain-Specific
Metamodel (Dsm), and the corresponding
requirements;


2 Translate the metamodel (i.e. data and
semantics) into an Algebraic Petri Net (Apn),
and the requirements as Apn invariants;
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2. Running Example


Multi-Level Security File System
(Mls) [2]:
Users can request access to files, in read or write


mode;


Files represent system resources;


Access Classes attached to users and files, encode
access control through security level and
category credentials.


Metamodel of Multi-Level Security File System 


Model Transformation in two steps:
1 Data structures expressed by the metamodel and the


model at hand are translated into Algebraic
Specifications: the metamodel defines the signatures
and operations; the data from the model specify a
particular term, like the one in the right;


2 The metamodel’s semantics is encoding by
translation to Apns (cf. §5)
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3. System Requirements


Requirements are derived from the Dsm to ensure a correct semantics for
the Apn. For the Mls, two requirements (R1), (R2), are later translated
into three properties P1, P2, P3 over the resulting Apn as follows:


R1: A file can be open, either in read or in write mode, only by a user with
sufficient access rights


P1
4
= ∀ $p = ($f, $u) ∈ writing · acu � acf


P2
4
= ∀ $p = ($f, $u) ∈ reading · acu � acf


R2: A user always respects the data confinement condition, i.e. the user
cannot open a file with lower confidentiality in write mode while opening a
file with higher confidentiality in read mode


P3
4
=
∀ $p = ($f, $u) ∈ reading,∀ $p′ = ($f′, $u′) ∈ writing ·
$un = $un′ =⇒ $ac′f � $acf


4. Safe Iterative Evolution


An evolution step from an Apn N into N ′ consists of the two following steps:
1 Building a morphism f from N to N ′ (called a place-preserving morphism


[3]) that respects the following conditions:
Firing conditions are preserved;
Places are preserved, i.e. no new arcs are mapped to mapped places;
Mappings between places, transitions and algebraic signatures are injective; and signatures
are correctly extended;
N ′ embeds N , meaning all arcs are mapped;


2 Ensuring that firing conditions are strengthened (called a
guard-strengthening morphism), i.e. conditions in N ′ places semantically
implies those in N ;


We prove that invariant properties are preserved between N and N ′


if a place-preserving guard-strengthening morphism exist (cf. [4]):


M |=
N
�φ =⇒ M′ |=


N ′ τf (�φ)


5. Evolving the File System
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No properties satisfied:
FS |= ∅
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dominates(class($u),
class($f)=true
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Same Petri Net structure;


Transition guards strengthened (in red)


FSs |= {P1, P2}


Confined File System FSc
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Two places added (in red);


Transition guards also strengthened (in red).


FSc |= {P1, P2, P3}


6. Conclusion and Future Work


Our work is a preliminary study on invariant preservation in iterative
modeling


A formal mathematical proof of the evolution conditions for invariant
preservation is provided


Our future research regards the preservation of other properties than
invariants, e.g. liveness and other temporal properties


We also wish to support the integration of our infrastructure with
Domain-Specific Languages in general. Model transformations can be used
too as a “brigde” to achieve this integration
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